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ABSTRACT

This paper describes high data-rate audio data hiding using the Int-

MDCT. The IntMDCT is an integer approximation of the MDCT

with perfect reconstruction. Based on this transform, we describe a

straight-forward way to embed data and extract it in a bit-exact man-

ner while perceptual transparency is maintained. Since the IntMDCT

spectrum can be used to obtain a closer approximation of the mask-

ing threshold compared to time domain approaches, it is possible to

achieve higher data rates. In a simple experimental implementation,

we found we could embed data at rates up to about 140kb/s without

introducing audible distortions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Modern perceptual audio coding schemes, such as MPEG-4 AAC

[1], allow for a high compression of audio signals while maintaining

high audio quality. For example, the data rate can be reduced from

1.44 Mbit/s (16 bit/sample, 44.1 kHz, 2 channels) to 128 kbit/s. This

motivates the approach presented in this paper: The perceptual irrel-

evancy is exploited to hide data in the original audio signal, in a way

that it is inaudible to the human listener.

Several approaches have been proposed for embedding addi-

tional data in audio signals.

In [2], an audio watermarking scheme is presented, which shapes

the embedding data energy according to the masking threshold. How-

ever, this approach is designed to have robustness against attacks,

and hence the typical data rate is low, about 1kbit/sec.

In [3], a high-rate buried data channel for the Audio CD is de-

scribed. In this approach, the additional data is embedded in the time

domain as perceptually noise-shaped subtractive dither. On the other

hand, compared to such a time domain approach, a transform domain

approach can achieve a higher data rate since a closer approximation

of the masking threshold is obtained in the transform domain.

As a transform domain approach, in [4], a filter bank and a per-

ceptual model are used to embed additional data to audio signals in

an inaudible way. A quantization according to the perceptual model

is applied, and the quantization interval is used for adding the addi-

tional data. The data is only recovered almost exactly, and hence, it

has no bit-exact reconstruction.

In [5], it is proposed to use the wavelet transform. However, the

transform used there is a conventional floating-point transform, and

thus the subband signals are not integers. As a result, it is difficult to

obtain a bit-exact reconstruction. A rounding operation is required

after the inverse transform. This could potentially destroy a part of

the embedded data. For the case of images, this issue is covered

in [6] by using the integer wavelet transform. Such integer trans-

forms allow to embed data on designated LSB values in a straight

forward way without the need for an additional rounding stage. This

approach will be applied to audio here.

In this paper, we use the Integer Modified Discrete Cosine Trans-

form (IntMDCT) [7] to construct an audio data hiding scheme with a

high data rate. The hidden data can be extracted in a bit-exact man-

ner. In addition, since the spectrum can be used to obtain a closer ap-

proximation of the masking threshold, it is possible to achieve high

data rate embedding in a very straight-forward way while the per-

ceptual transparency is maintained.

The IntMDCT is an integer approximation of the MDCT, which

is widely used in state-of-the-art perceptual audio coding schemes,

such as MPEG-4 AAC [1]. Thus, choosing the IntMDCT seems a

good choice for obtaining an efficient and perceptually transparent

audio data hiding scheme. The IntMDCT is also used as a core part

of the scalable lossless extension (MPEG-4 SLS) of MPEG-4 AAC.

For applications where embedding at a high data rate into an

audio signal is important and a limited complexity and inaudibility

of the inserted data is desired, the proposed approach is very useful.

2. THE INTMDCT

Integer transforms like the IntMDCT map integer time-domain in-

put signals to integer subband signals. At the same time they are

reversible. Hence, they are a lossless process over the forward and

inverse transforms. Transforms like the DFT, DCT, or the MDCT

can be decomposed into so-called Givens rotations. Each Givens

rotation can in turn be decomposed into lifting steps as follows
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Figure 1 illustrates this decomposition (see also [7]). Lifting steps

have the advantage that rounding can be included while maintaining

the reversibility of each lifting step. The rounding is applied after

each multiplication with a factor in Fig. 1. Hence we obtain a re-

versible integer to integer mapping.
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Fig. 1. Givens rotation by three lifting steps

A related approach is to use multi-dimensional lifting [8],[9]. It

has the advantage of a lower complexity and of less rounding errors.
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Fig. 2. Embedding algorithm for data hiding using IntMDCT
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Fig. 3. Extraction algorithm for data hiding using IntMDCT

3. BASIC PRINCIPLE

The data embedding is performed in frequency domain, allowing the

algorithm to exploit perceptual masking phenomena in order to em-

bed data inaudibly at a high data rate. The basic principle of the

embedding algorithm is shown in Figure 2. The frequency repre-

sentation is obtained by using the IntMDCT, representing the audio

signal by integer spectral values in an invertible way. A perceptual

model determines to which extent each integer spectral value is per-

ceptually significant, e.g. by dividing the binary representation of the

absolute value into significant and insignificant bits. The insignifi-

cant part can be used for data embedding. Finally, the inverse Int-

MDCT is applied in order to obtain the audio signal which contains

the embedded data. The advantage of this approach is that, even after

a modification of the integer spectral values, a transformation to in-

teger audio samples is possible without the need for a lossy rounding

operation. Hence the modified integer spectral values can exactly be

reconstructed again from the integer samples.

Figure 3 shows the corresponding data extraction algorithm. The

embedded data is extracted from the audio signal by using the same

transform and the same perceptual model as for the embedding pro-

cess. The embedded data can be retrieved from the insignificant part

of the integer spectral values. Here a constraint for the perceptual

model has to be considered: The determined perceptual significance

should not change after replacing the insignificant part of the integer

spectral values by the embedding data.

4. EMBEDDING USING SIMPLE PERCEPTUAL MODEL

For the simplest version of the embedding algorithm a constant frame

length is chosen (e.g. 256 or 512 spectral values). This allows for

a compromise between a good spectral resolution for tonal signals

and a good temporal resolution for transient signals. Furthermore, a

simple perceptual model is used, demanding a fixed signal to noise
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Fig. 4. Data embedding with simple perceptual model (3 bits signif-

icant)

ratio for each spectral value. This is achieved by considering the

binary representation of each absolute spectral value, and declaring

the highest non-zero bit (“leading bit”) and a fixed number of lower

bits as significant. For example, a signal to noise ratio of about 18

dB is achieved by declaring 3 bits as significant. All lower bits of

the absolute integer spectral values are considered as perceptually

insignificant and can be utilized for data embedding. This is illus-

trated in Figure 4.

5. FRAMING DETECTION

For practical purposes it is desirable to start extracting the embedded

data at arbitrary samples of the audio signal. For example, it should

be possible to truncate the audio signal, to start extracting during an

ongoing transmission or to restart the extraction after skipping a part

of the audio signal. Hence a mechanism for finding the frame grid

of the embedded data is necessary. This can be achieved by adding

a small amount of redundancy (e.g. a check sum) to the embedded

data. In order to find the correct framing offset, several frames of

audio samples have to be transformed repeatedly, with the offset in-

cremented by one sample at each time. By evaluating the check sum

of the supposed embedded data, the framing grid can easily be de-

termined. While a false detection of one frame is not fully excluded

by using only a small amount of redundancy, a regular occurrence of

false detection within the framing grid gets more unlikely, the more

frames of audio samples are examined. Hence a small amount of

redundancy is sufficient for a reliable detection of the framing grid.

Once the framing grid is found, the extraction algorithm can be per-

formed frame by frame.
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6. FIRST RESULTS

This simple embedding scheme was evaluated for different frame

lengths and for different numbers of significant bits. In this exper-

iment the insignificant bits were not replaced by embedding data,

but by a bit mask (1,0,0,...), resulting in a mid-rise quantizer. The

number of bits replaced was used to calculate the average bit rate

available for embedding.

The perceived audio quality after data inserting is evaluated based

on the ITU-R BS.1387 PEAQ (Perceptual Evaluation of Audio Qual-

ity) measurement method [10] using the Noise- to-Mask Ratio (NMR)

and the Objective Difference Grade (ODG) output values which are

briefly described here for better understanding.

Noise-To-Mask Ratio (NMR)
The NMR estimates the ratio between the actual distortion

(“Noise”) and the maximum inaudible distortion, i.e. the masking

threshold (“Mask”). NMR values smaller than 0dB indicate the

headroom between the noise and the threshold of audibility whereas

values larger than 0dB indicate audible distortions.

Objective Difference Grade (ODG)
The ODG values are designed to mimic the listening test ratings ob-

tained from typical test listeners by means of an objective measure-

ment procedure. The grading scale ranges from -4 (“very annoying”)

to 0 (“imperceptible difference”).

Table 1 presents the resulting bit rates, Objective Difference

Grades (ODG) and Worst NMR values for different frame lengths

and different numbers of significant bits. The tested audio signals

represent the test set of twelve critical items used in the develop-

ment of MPEG-4 [1] perceptual audio codecs. They contain both

very tonal items (e.g. pitch pipe) critical for short transform lengths,

and very transient signals (e.g. castanets) critical for long transform

lengths. It can be observed that the best compromise is obtained for

frame lengths of 256 or 512. Especially for the frame length of 256

a value of 4 significant bits already results in an ODG value of 0.0

and a negative worst NMR, indicating that the signal modification is

not audible. It allows an embedding bit rate of 142 kBit/s.

7. ADVANCED PERCEPTUAL MODEL AND BLOCK
SWITCHING

In the embedding algorithm presented so far the perceptual model

is very simple and demands a constant signal to noise ratio for each

spectral value. Nevertheless, a more signal adaptive perceptual model

can also be used, considering e.g. the different demands of tonal and

non-tonal maskers and masking across spectral values. It only has to

be assured that the discrimination between significant and insignifi-

cant part of the integer spectral values operates still in the same way

after the insignificant part is replaced by the embedded data. This

can, for example, be achieved by taking into account only the lead-

ing bit of each spectral value in the perceptual model and by assur-

ing that the leading bits are not modified. In case of smaller, masked

spectral values, more bits can be embedded in this way. This is illus-

trated in Figure 5.

With the approach presented so far, the maximum possible bi-

trate of the embedded signal highly depends on the level of the au-

dio signal. Especially in quiet parts of the audio signal the bitrate can

even decrease to zero. To avoid this and to assure a certain minimum

bitrate, a fixed threshold in quiet can be considered additionally, al-

lowing to embed at least some data especially in the high and low

frequency range.

So far only a fixed transform length has been discussed, forcing

a compromise between tonal and transient signal portions. Never-

frame Significant Embedding Worst

length bits bitrate ODG NMR

128 2 259 kBit/s -1.6 6.7 dB

128 3 204 kBit/s -0.7 -0.2 dB

128 4 157 kBit/s -0.2 -7.0 dB

128 5 117 kBit/s 0.0 -13.3 dB

128 6 84 kBit/s -0.1 -19.0 dB

128 7 58 kBit/s 0.0 -19.1 dB

128 8 38 kBit/s 0.0 -19.0 dB

256 2 241 kBit/s -1.0 0.9 dB

256 3 187 kBit/s -0.3 -6.1 dB

256 4 142 kBit/s 0.0 -14.6 dB

256 5 105 kBit/s 0.0 -18.0 dB

256 6 75 kBit/s 0.0 -19.1 dB

256 7 51 kBit/s 0.0 -19.4 dB

256 8 33 kBit/s 0.0 -19.9 dB

512 2 225 kBit/s -0.8 12.9 dB

512 3 172 kBit/s -0.1 5.8 dB

512 4 128 kBit/s 0.0 0.1 dB

512 5 94 kBit/s 0.0 -7.6 dB

512 6 66 kBit/s 0.0 -14.9 dB

512 7 45 kBit/s 0.0 -19.2 dB

512 8 29 kBit/s 0.0 -19.7 dB

1024 2 213 kBit/s -1.5 25.5 dB

1024 3 161 kBit/s -0.5 19.8 dB

1024 4 119 kBit/s -0.2 14.9 dB

1024 5 86 kBit/s -0.2 7.9 dB

1024 6 60 kBit/s -0.3 1.5 dB

1024 7 41 kBit/s 0.0 -4.0 dB

1024 8 26 kBit/s 0.0 -9.7 dB

Table 1. Embedding bit rate and perceptual quality for different

frame lengths and significant bits
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Fig. 5. Data embedding with perceptual model based on leading bits
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theless, an adaptive block length, as for perceptual audio coding, can

also be considered in this context. To enable this, the extractor has to

know the current block length without retrieving any additional side

information. This can be achieved by evaluating the redundancy in

the embedded data necessary for the framing detection. The extrac-

tor just has to try several transforms with different possible block

lengths and window shapes. The correct choice can then be found

by evaluating the check sums.

8. APPLICATIONS

The embedding technique presented in this section is generally inter-

esting in the context of applications where an unmodified transmis-

sion of the digital audio samples can be assumed. In such environ-

ments additional data with high data rates can be embedded without

loss of audio quality.

The Audio CD is an example system where this technique could

be included. While maintaining full backwards compatibility, the

additional data can be extracted from the digital audio stream, which

is usually available via the SPDIF connection in consumer devices.

The technique of finding the framing grid in the embedded data

also allows to proceed with extracting the embedded data after a part

of the playback is skipped.

The channel coding used on the Audio CD allows correction of

a certain amount of errors occurring in the raw data. However, if the

error rate is increased, some errors can not be corrected and an error

concealment technique is applied, trying to make the error inaudible.

In the data embedding technique put forward here, this concealment

can destroy the embedded data. Nevertheless, this can be counter-

acted by adding an error correcting channel coding technique, which

is adapted to the error characteristics of the Audio CD, to the em-

bedded data stream.

Examples for additional data, which could be embedded with

this technique, are:

• Video data

By encoding additional video data with a modern, highly effi-

cient video codec, such as MPEG-4 AVC [11] a video stream

with reasonable quality could be embedded in the audio sig-

nal.

• Compressed audio data

With the embedding technique presented here a compressed

version of the original audio signal could also be embedded

in the audio signal itself. In this way a compressed version

of the audio signal could already be produced and embedded

during the production process of the Audio CD. Hence the

compressed audio signal just has to be extracted from the un-

compressed audio signal rather than encoding it with higher

computational cost.

• Spatial sound information

The embedding technique can be used to add spatial cue in-

formation to the audio signal. According to [12] a rather

small amount of information is necessary to extend an audio

signal to a 5.1 channel representation. If these spatial cues are

embedded in the stereo audio signal, a device capable of ex-

tracting this information can output a 5.1 signal while a stereo

playback device still operates in the stereo mode.

9. CONCLUSIONS

It was shown that the IntMDCT is a simple and efficient tool to insert

data into an audio stream. First results show that, with a relatively

simple system, an embedded data rate of 142 kb/s is possible without

audible changes to the audio signal. The audibility was measured

with the PEAQ audio quality measurement tool. Even higher data

rates can be expected by using a more advanced perceptual model.
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